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MADE IN
BRAZIL

VTG 2420
GRAIN WAGON

MAIN ADVANTAGES

Reinforced chassis, 5,000 mm long beams without splices.

Four low pressure, high flotation tires 800 series / 45 - 26.5.

Appropriate gauge for greater stability while unloading.

Adjustable, movable, centralized header with support foot when uncoupled from the tractor.

Category three hitch or pinball system (optional).                  

 “H” elevator, with reinforced main beam.

Reinforced and optimized frame from structural calculation.     

Strengthened Tandem axles (national standard).

Pulleys with treated and lubricated bushings.

Optimized and standardized hose layout with reduced hydraulic system pipes.

Four-joint cargo box, made with smooth plates for a better product flow. 

Load optimizer nozzle, which allows for the best possible leveling of the
loads on the truck bodies, thus preventing the product from falling off.

Planting kit as an option for loading.               

Roller to cover the load.

Developed to meet the most severe working conditions in 

the intermediate transport and transshipment of grains 

(soybean, corn, etc.) during the harvest period and the 

supply of bulk fertilizers and seeds through an optional 

adapter during the planting period. The VTG 2420 wagon 

was designed with structural beams dimensioned to safely 

support up to 20,000 kg of liquid load, which is equivalent 

to two bulk tanks of the grain harvesters in the market and 

offers several advantages over its competitors.

NOMINAL/TESTED LOAD CAPACITY

VOLUMETRIC CAPACITY

BASKET LENGTH

TOTAL LENGTH

EQUIPMENT WIDTH (TRANSPORT / PROTECTION)

TRANSSHIPMENT / TURNING HEIGHT

LOADING HEIGHT

HIGH-FLOATING TIRES

SUSPENSION

GAUGE

EQUIPMENT WEIGHT

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

20.000 / 20.000 kg

24 m³ (Actual)

4.400 mm

7.620 mm

3.200 mm / 4.000 mm

4.700 mm

3.540 mm

800 / 45 - 26,5

Tandem

3.200 mm

10.500 kg

85 L

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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